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ABSTRACT

Recent simulations have shown asymmetries in the ejecta distribution of supernova remnants can still reflect asymmetries from the
initial supernova explosion. Thus, their study provides a great mean to test and constrain model predictions in relation to the distribu-
tion of heavy elements or the neutron star kicks, both being key subjects for a better understanding of the explosion mechanisms in
core-collapse supernovae.
The use of a novel blind source separation method applied to the megasecond X-ray observations of the well-known Cassiopeia A
supernova remnant revealed maps of the distribution of the ejecta endowed with an unprecedented level of detail and clearly separated
from continuum emission. Our method also provides a three-dimensional view of the ejecta by disentangling the red- and blue-shifted
spectral components and associated images of the Si, S, Ar, Ca and Fe, giving insights on the morphology of the ejecta distribution
in Cassiopeia A. These mappings allow us to investigate thoroughly the asymmetries in the heavy elements distribution and probe
simulation predictions about the neutron star kicks and the relative asymmetries between the different elements.
We find in our study that most of the ejecta X-ray flux stems from the red-shifted component suggesting an asymmetry in the explosion.
In addition, the red-shifted ejecta can physically be described as a broad, relatively symmetric plume, whereas the blue-shifted ejecta
is more similar to a dense knot. The neutron star also moves directly opposite to the red-shifted parts of the ejecta similar to what
is seen with 44Ti. Regarding the morphological asymmetries, it appears that heavier elements have more asymmetrical distributions,
which confirms predictions made by simulations. This study is a showcase of the capacities of new analysis methods to revisit archival
observations to fully exploit their scientific content.

1. Introduction1

Cassiopeia A (hereafter, Cas A) is among the most studied as-2
tronomical objects in X-rays and is arguably the best-studied3
supernova remnant (SNR). Investigation of the distribution of4
metals on sub-parsec scales is possible because it is the youngest5
core-collapse (CC) SNR in the Milky Way (about 340 years old ;6
Thorstensen et al. 2001), its X-ray emission is dominated by the7
ejecta metals (Hwang & Laming 2012), and it is relatively close8
(3.4 kpc ; Fesen et al. 2006). Cas A benefits from extensive ob-9
servations (about 3 Ms in total by Chandra), making it an ideal10
laboratory to probe simulation predictions regarding the distri-11
bution of ejecta metals.12

In the last few years, 3D simulations of CC SNe have be-13
gun to produce testable predictions of supernovae explosion and14
compact object properties in models using the neutrino-driven15
mechanism (see reviews by Janka et al. 2016; Müller 2016).16
In particular, explosion-generated ejecta asymmetries (Wong-17
wathanarat et al. 2013; Summa et al. 2018; Janka 2017) and neu-18
tron star (NS) kick velocities (Thorstensen et al. 2001) appear to19
be key elements in CC SNe simulations that Cas A’s data can20
constrain. Although it is challenging to disentangle the asymme-21
tries produced by the surrounding medium from those inherent22
to the explosion, Orlando et al. (2016) has explored the evolu-23
tion of the asymmetries in Cas A using simulations beginning24
from the immediate aftermath of the SN and including the 3D25
interactions of the remnant with the interstellar medium. Simi-26
lar simulations presenting the evolution of a Type Ia SNR over27
a period spanning from one year after the explosion to several28

centuries afterwards have been made by Ferrand et al. (2019), 29
showing that asymmetries present in the original SN can still be 30
observed after centuries. The same may go with the CC SNR 31
Cas A, and a better knowledge of its 3D morphology could lead 32
to a better understanding of the explosion mechanisms by pro- 33
viding a way to test the simulations. 34

An accurate mapping of the different elements’ distribution, 35
the quantification of their relative asymmetries, and their rela- 36
tion to the NS motion would, for example, allow us to probe 37
the simulation predictions that heavier elements are ejected more 38
asymmetrically and more directly opposed to the NS motion than 39
lighter elements (Wongwathanarat et al. 2013; Janka 2017; Gess- 40
ner & Janka 2018; Müller et al. 2019). On this topic, this paper 41
can be seen as a follow-up to Holland-Ashford et al. (2020), the 42
first study to quantitatively compare the relative asymmetries of 43
different elements within Cas A, but that suffered from difficulty 44
separating and limiting contamination in the elements’ distribu- 45
tion. Moreover, in that analysis, the separation of the blue- and 46
red-shifted parts in these distributions was not possible. 47

Here, we intend to fix these issues by using a new method 48
to retrieve accurate maps for each element’s distribution, allow- 49
ing us to investigate further their individual and relative physical 50
properties. This method, based on the General Morphological 51
Components Analysis (GMCA, see Bobin et al. 2015), a blind 52
source separation (BSS) algorithm that was introduced for X-ray 53
observations by Picquenot et al. (2019). It can disentangle both 54
spectrally- and spatially-mixed components from an X-ray data 55
cube of the form (x, y, E) with a precision unprecedented in this 56
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field. The new images thus obtained suffer from less contamina-57
tion by other components, including the synchrotron emission. It58
also offers the opportunity to separate the blue- and red-shifted59
parts of the elements’ distribution, thereby facilitating a 3D map-60
ping of the X-ray emitting metals and a comparison of their rela-61
tive asymmetries. Specifically, the GMCA is able to disentangle62
detailed maps of a red- and a blue-shifted parts in the distribu-63
tions of Si, S, Ca, Ar and Fe, thus providing new and crucial64
information about the 3D morphology of Cas A.65

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we will de-66
scribe the nature of the data we use (Section 2.1), our extraction67
method (Section 2.2), our way to quantify the asymmetries (Sec-68
tion 2.3), and our method to retrieve error bars (Section 2.4). In69
Section 2, we will present the images resulting from the applica-70
tion of our extraction method (Sections 3.1 and 3.2) and the find-71
ings obtained when we quantify their asymmetries (Section ??),72
will discuss the interpretation of the retrieved images as blue- or73
red-shifted by looking at their associated spectra (Section 3.3),74
and will present the results of a spectral analysis on these same75
spectra (Section 3.4). Lastly, we will discuss in Section 4 the76
physical information we can infer from our results. Section 4.177
will be dedicated to the interpretation of the spatial asymmetries78
of each line emission, while Sections 4.2 and 4.3 will focus re-79
spectively on the mean direction of each line’s emission and on80
the NS velocity. A comparison with the NuSTAR data of 44Ti will81
finally be presented in Section 4.4.82

2. Method83

2.1. Nature of the data84

Spectro-imaging instruments, such as those aboard the current85
generation of X-ray satellites XMM-Newton and Chandra, pro-86
vide data comprised of spatial and spectral information: the de-87
tectors record the position (x, y) and energy E event by event,88
thereby producing a data cube with two spatial dimensions and89
one spectral dimension. For our study, we used Chandra obser-90
vations of the Cas A SNR, which was observed with the ACIS-S91
instrument in 2004 for a total of 980 ks (ObsID : 4634, 4635,92
4636, 4637, 4638, 4639, 5196, 5319, 5320; Hwang et al. 2004).93
We used only the 2004 dataset to avoid the need to correct for94
proper motion across epochs. The event lists from all observa-95
tions were merged in a single data cube. The spatial (of 2′′) and96
spectral binning (of 14.6 eV) were adapted so as to obtain a suf-97
ficient number of counts in each cube element. No background98
subtraction or vignetting correction has been applied to the data.99

2.2. Image Extraction100

In order to study asymmetries in the ejecta metals in Cas A,101
a good mapping of their spatial distribution is needed. How-102
ever, extracting the spatial distribution of each element is not103
a straightforward process as multiple components, such as104
the shocked ejecta and the synchrotron emission, are overlap-105
ping, sometimes with a high contrast factor. Picquenot et al.106
(2019) introduced a method that was able to disentangle both107
morphologically- and spectrally-accurate components from a108
(x, y, E) X-ray data cube. This method was based on the GMCA,109
a BSS algorithm first introduced in Bobin et al. (2015).110

The main concept of GMCA is to take into account the111
morphological particularities of each component in the wavelet112
domain to disentangle them, without any prior instrumental or113
physical information. Apart from the (x, y, E) data cube, the only114
input needed is the number n of components to retrieve, which115

is user-defined. The outputs are then a set of n images associated 116
with n spectra. Each couple image-spectrum represents a compo- 117
nent: the algorithm makes the assumption that every component 118
can be described as the product of an image with a spectrum. 119
Thus, the retrieved components are approximations of the actual 120
components with the same spectrum on each point of the image. 121
Nevertheless, Picquenot et al. (2019) showed that when tested 122
on Cas A-like toy models, the GMCA was able to extract mor- 123
phologically and spectrally accurate results. The tested spectral 124
toy models included power-laws, thermal plasmas, and Gaussian 125
lines. In particular, in one of these toy models, the method was 126
able to separate three components: two nearby partially overlap- 127
ping Gaussian emission lines and power-law emission. The en- 128
ergy centroids of both Gaussians were accurately retrieved, de- 129
spite their closeness. Such a disentangling of mixed components 130
with similar neighbouring spectra cannot be obtained through 131
line-interpolation, and fitting of a two-Gaussian model region by 132
region is often time consuming, producing images contaminated 133
by other components with unstable fitting results. 134

In the same paper, the first applications on real data of Cas A 135
were promising, in particular concerning asymmetries in the el- 136
ements’ distribution. For Si, S, Ar, Fe and Ca, the GMCA was 137
able to retrieve two maps associated with spectra slightly blue- 138
or red-shifted from their theoretical position. The existence of 139
blue- or red-shifted parts in these elements’ distribution was pre- 140
viously known, and the Fe maps from Picquenot et al. (2019) 141
were consistent with prior works but endowed with more details 142
(see Willingale et al. 2002a; DeLaney et al. 2010). Thus, they 143
constitute a great basis for an extensive study of the asymme- 144
tries in the elements’ distribution in Cas A. 145

In this paper, we will use a more recent version of the 146
GMCA, the pGMCA, that was developed to take into account 147
data of a Poissonian nature (Bobin et al., submitted). In the 148
precedent version of the algorithm, the noise was supposed to 149
be Gaussian. Even with that biased assumption, the results were 150
proven to be reliable. However, a proper treatment of the noise 151
is still relevant : it increases the consistency of the spectral mor- 152
phologies of the retrieved components and makes the algorithm 153
able to disentangle components with a fainter contrast. 154

The mathematical formalism is highly similar to that of the 155
GMCA, presented in Picquenot et al. (2019). The fundamental 156
difference is that instead of a linear representation, the pGMCA 157
uses the notion of Poisson-likelihood of a given sum of com- 158
ponents to be the origin of a certain observation. The problem 159
solved by the algorithm is thus of the same kind, with mainly a 160
change in the nature of the norm to minimize. For a more precise 161
description of this new method, see Bobin et al., submitted. 162

The use of the pGMCA is also highly similar to that of the 163
GMCA. One notable difference is that the pGMCA is more sen- 164
sitive to the initial conditions, so it needs a first guess for conver- 165
gence purposes. The analysis therefore consists of two steps : a 166
first guess obtained with the GMCA and a refinement step using 167
the Poissonian version pGMCA. 168

The aforementioned workflow was applied to the Cas A 169
Chandra observations by creating data cubes for each energy 170
band shown in Fig. 1. These energy bands were chosen to be 171
large enough to have the leverage to allow the synchrotron con- 172
tinuum to be correctly retrieved and to be narrow enough to 173
avoid contamination by other line emissions. The pGMCA be- 174
ing a fast-running algorithm, the final energy bands were chosen 175
after tests to find the best candidates for both criteria. For each 176
band, the initial number of components n was 3 : the synchrotron 177
emission and the blue- and red-shifted parts of the line emission. 178
We then tested using 4 and 5 components to ensure extra com- 179
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Fig. 1: Spectrum of Cas A obtained from the combination of the
deep Chandra 2004 observations. The source separation algo-
rithm was applied in each individual energy band represented by
the shaded regions.

ponents were not merged into our components of interest. We180
also tested with 2 components to verify our assumption on the181
presence of blue- and red-shifted parts was not imposing the ap-182
parition of a spurious component. For each emission line, we183
then chose n as the best candidate to retrieve the most seemingly184
meaningful components without spurious images.185

For each analysis, the algorithm was able to retrieve a com-186
ponent that we identify as the synchrotron emission (a power-law187
spectrum and filamentary spatial distribution, not shown here)188
and multiple additional thermal components with strong line189
features. We were able to identify two associated images with190
shifted spectra from the theoretical emission line energy for all191
these line features except O, Mg, and Fe L.192

2.3. Quantification of asymmetries193

We use the power-ratio method (PRM) to quantitatively ana-194
lyze and compare the asymmetries of the images extracted by195
pGMCA. This method was developed by Buote & Tsai (1995)196
and previously employed for use on SNRs (Lopez et al. 2009;197
Lopez et al. 2009, 2011). It consists of calculating multipole198
moments in a circular aperture positioned on the centroid of the199
image, with a radius that encloses the whole SNR. Powers of200
the multipole expansion Pm are then obtained by integrating the201
mth term over the circle. To normalize the powers with respect202
to flux, they are divided by P0, thus forming the power ratios203
Pm/P0. For a more detailed description of the method, see Lopez204
et al. (2009).205

P2/P0 and P3/P0 convey complementary information about206
the asymmetries in an image. The first term is the quadrupole207
power-ratio and quantifies the ellipticity/elongation of an ex-208
tended source, while the second term is the octupole power-ratio209
and is a measure of mirror asymmetry. Hence, both are to be210
compared simultaneously to ascertain the asymmetries in differ-211
ent images.212

Here, as we want to compare asymmetries in the blue- and213
red-shifted part of the elements’ distribution, the method is214
slightly modified. In a first step, we calculate the P2/P0 and215
P3/P0 ratios of each element’s total distribution by using the sum216
of the blue- and red-shifted maps as an image. Its centroid is then217

an approximation of the center-of-emission of the considered 218
element. Then, we calculate the power ratios of the blue- and 219
red-shifted images separately using the same center-of-emission. 220
Ultimately, we normalize the power ratios thus obtained by the 221
power ratios of the total element’s distribution : 222

Pi/P0 (shifted / total) =
Pi/P0 (red or blue image)

Pi/P0 (total image)
(1)

223

where i = 2 or 3 and Pi/P0 (red or blue image) is calculated us- 224

ing the centroid of the total image. That way, we can compare the 225
relative asymmetries of the blue- and red-shifted parts of differ- 226
ent elements, without the comparison being biased by the origi- 227
nal asymmetries of the whole distribution. 228

2.4. Error bars 229

As explained in Picquenot et al. (2019), error bars can be ob- 230
tained by applying this method on every image retrieved by the 231
GMCA applied on a block bootstrap resampling. However, as 232
was shown in that paper, this method introduces a bias in the 233
results of the GMCA. We show in Appendix B that the block 234
bootstrap method modifies the Poissonian nature of the data, 235
thus impacting the results of the algorithm. Since the pGMCA 236
is more dependent than GMCA on the initial conditions, the bias 237
in the outputs is even greater with this newer version of the al- 238
gorithm (see Fig. B.3). For that reason, we developed a new re- 239
sampling method we named "constrained bootstrap", presented 240
in Appendix B.4. 241

Thus, we applied pGMCA on a hundred resamplings ob- 242
tained thanks to the constrained bootstrap for each emission line 243
and plotted the different spectra we retrieved around the ones 244
obtained on real data. As stated in Appendix B.4, the spread be- 245
tween the resamplings has no physical significance but helps in 246
evaluating the robustness of the algorithm around a given set of 247
original conditions. The blue-shifted part of the Ca line emis- 248
sion, a very weak component, was not retrieved for every re- 249
sampling. In this case, we created more resamplings in order to 250
obtain a hundred correctly retrieved components. The faintest 251
components are the ones with the largest relative error bars, as 252
can be seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 8, highlighting the difficulty for 253
the algorithm to retrieve them in a consistent way on a hundred 254
slightly different resamplings. 255

To obtain the error bars for the PRM plot of the asymme- 256
tries, we applied the PRM to the hundred images retrieved by the 257
pGMCA on the resamplings. Then, in each direction we plotted 258
error bars representing the interval between the 10th and the 90th 259
percentile and crossing at the median. We also plotted the PRM 260
applied on real data. Although our new constrained bootstrap 261
method ensures the Poissonian nature of the data to be preserved 262
in the resampled data sets, we see that the results of the pGMCA 263
on real data are sometimes not in the 10th-90th percentile zone, 264
thus suggesting there may still be some biases. It happens mostly 265
with the weakest components, showing once more the difficulty 266
for the pGMCA to retrieve them consistently out of different 267
data sets presenting slightly different initial conditions. How- 268
ever, even when the results on real data are not exactly in the 269
10th-90th percentile zone, the adequation between the results on 270
real and resampled data sets is still good, and the relative posi- 271
tioning for each line is the same, whether we consider the results 272
on the original data or on the resampled data sets. 273
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Red-shifted part Blue-shifted part
Si 0.60 0.40
S 0.61 0.39
Ar 0.63 0.37
Ca 0.80 0.20

Fe-K 0.70 0.30

Table 1: Fractions of the counts in the total image that belong to
the red-shifted or the blue-shifted parts, for each line.

3. Results274

3.1. Images retrieved by pGMCA275

By applying the pGMCA algorithm on the energy bands sur-276
rounding the eight emission lines shown in Fig. 1, we were able277
to retrieve maps of their spatial distribution associated with spec-278
tra, successfully disentangling them from the synchrotron emis-279
sion or other unwanted components. The O, Mg, and Fe L lines280
were only retrieved as single features, each associated with a281
spectrum, whereas Si, S, Ar, Ca and Fe-K were retrieved as two282
different images associated with spectra that we interpret as be-283
ing the same emission lines slightly red- or blue-shifted. Fig. 2284
shows the total images for all eight line emissions, obtained285
by summing the blue- and red-shifted parts when necessary. It286
also indicates the centroid of each image that is adopted in the287
PRM. Fig. 3 shows the red- and blue-shifted parts of five line288
emissions, together with their associated spectra, while Fig. 8289
presents the images of O, Mg, and Fe L together with their re-290
spective spectra.291

292

3.2. Discussion on the retrieved images293

The fact that our algorithm fails to separate a blue-shifted from a294
red-shifted part in the O, Mg, and Fe L images is not surprising.295
At 1 keV, we infer that a radial speed of 4000 km s−1 would lead296
to a ∆E of about 13 eV, which is below the spectral bin size of297
our data. We see in Fig. 2 that while the O and the Mg images298
are highly similar, they are both noticeably different from the299
images of the other line emissions. Both the O and Mg images300
exhibit similar morphology to the optical images of O ii and O iii301
from Hubble (Fesen et al. 2001; Patnaude & Fesen 2014). The302
intermediate mass elements share interesting properties : their303
spatial distributions appears similar in Fig. 2, and the division304
into a red- and a blue-shifted parts (as found by the pGMCA)305
allows us to investigate their three-dimensional morphology. We306
also notice that the maps of Si and Ar are similar to the Arii in307
infrared (DeLaney et al. 2010).308

We quantify the asymmetries in the images using the PRM309
method described in Sect. 2.3. Fig. 4 presents the quadrupole310
power-ratios P2/P0 versus the octupole power-ratios P3/P0 of311
the total images from Fig. 2. Fig. 5 shows the quadrupole312
power-ratios versus the octupole power-ratios of the red- and313
blue-shifted images presented in Fig. 5 normalized with the314
quadrupole and octupole power-ratios of the total images (Fig. 2)315
as defined in Eq. 2.3.316

3.3. Discussion on the retrieved spectra317

As stated before, it is the spectra retrieved together with the318
aforementioned images that allow us to identify them as "blue-"319

Si

Fe K

Mg

Fe L

Ar

Ca

S

O

Fig. 2: Total images of the different line emissions’ spatial struc-
ture as retrieved by the pGMCA. The blue dot represents the
image centroid adopted in the PRM analysis. The color-scale is
in square root.

or "red-shifted" components. Here we will expand on our rea- 320
sons to support these assertions. 321

The spectra in Fig. 3 are superimposed with the theoretical 322
positions of the main emission lines in the energy range. In the 323
case of Si, the retrieved features are shifted to the left or right 324
of the rest-energy positions of the theoretical Si xiii and Si xiv 325
lines. Appendix A shows that this shifting is not primarily due to 326
an ionization effect, as the ratio Si xiii/Si xiv is roughly equal in 327
both cases. The same goes for S, where two lines corresponding 328
to S xv and S xvi are shifted together while keeping a similar 329
ratio. 330

A word on the Ca blue-shifted emission : this component is 331
very weak and in a region where there is a lot of spatial overlap, 332
making it difficult for the algorithm to retrieve. For that reason, 333
the retrieved spectrum has a poorer quality than the others, and 334
it was imperfectly found on some of our constrained bootstrap 335
resamplings. Consequently, we were compelled to run the algo- 336
rithm on more than a hundred resamplings and to select the ac- 337
curate ones to obtain a significant envelop around the spectrum 338
obtained on the original data. 339
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Fig. 3: Red- and blue-shifted parts of the Si, S, Ar, Ca and Fe line emission spatial distribution and their associated spectrum as
found by pGMCA. The spectra in red correspond to the application of the algorithm on real data, while the dotted gray spectra
correspond to the application on a hundred constrained bootstrap resamplings. The dotted lines represent the energy of the brightest
emission lines for a non-equilibrium ionization plasma at a temperature of 1.5 keV and ionization timescale of log(τ) = 11.3 cm−3 s
produced using the AtomDB (Foster et al. 2012). These parameters are the mean value of the distribution shown in Fig.2 of Hwang
& Laming (2012).

Line Erest Ered Eblue ∆V Vred Vblue
keV keV keV km/s km/s km/s

Si xiii 1.8650 1.860 1.896 5787 804 4983
Si xiii∗ 1.8730 1.860 1.896 5762 2081 3681
S xv 2.4606 2.439 2.489 6092 2632 3460
Ar xvii 3.1396 3.110 3.180 6684 2826 3858
Ca xix 3.9024 3.880 3.967 6684 1721 4963
Fe complex 6.6605 6.599 6.726 5716 2768 2948

Table 2: Spectral fitting on individual lines and resulting veloc-
ities. Si and Fe line rest energy are taken from DeLaney et al.
(2010). The Si XIII∗ uses a different rest energy, the one needed
to match the ACIS and HETG Si velocities discussed in DeLaney
et al. (2010), to illustrate possible ACIS calibration issues.

3.4. Spectral analysis 340

Using the spectral components retrieved for each data subset 341
shown in Fig. 3, we carried out a spectral fitting assuming a 342
residual continuum plus line emission in XSPEC (power-law + 343
gauss model). In this analysis, the errors for each spectral data 344
point are derived from the constraint bootstrap method presented 345
in Appendix B. This constrained bootstrap eliminates a bias in- 346
troduced by classical bootstrap methods and that is critical to 347
pGMCA, but underestimates the true statistical error. Therefore 348
no statistical errors on the line centroids are listed in Table 2 as, 349
in addition, systematic errors associated with ACIS energy cali- 350
bration are likely to be the dominant source of uncertainty. 351
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Fig. 4: The quadrupole power-ratios P2/P0 versus the octupole
power-ratios P3/P0 of the total images of the different line emis-
sions shown in Fig. 2. The dots represent the values measured for
the pGMCA images obtained from the real data, and the crosses
the 10th and 90th percentiles obtained with pGMCA on a hun-
dred constrained bootstrap resamplings, with the center of the
cross being the median.
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Fig. 5: The quadrupole power-ratios P2/P0 versus the octupole
power-ratios P3/P0 of the red- and blue-shifted images of the
different line emissions shown in Fig. 3, normalized with the
quadrupole and octupole power-ratios of the total images. The
dots and errorbar as obtained in the same way as in Fig. 4

The resulting line centroid and equivalent velocity shifts are352
shown in Table 2. To transform the shift in energy into a velocity353
shift, a rest energy is needed. The ACIS CCD spectral resolu-354
tion does not resolve the line complex and cannot easily disen-355
tangle velocity and ionization effects. However given the range356
of ionization state observed in Cas A (with ionization ages of357
tau ∼ 1011 − 1012 cm−3 s, see Fig. 2 of Hwang & Laming 2012),358
there is little effect of ionization on the dominant line for Si, S,359
Ar and Ca, as discussed in more details in Appendix A. The line360
rest energy was chosen as the brightest line for a non-equilibrium361
ionization plasma with a temperature of 1.5 keV temperature and362
log(τ) = 11.3 cm−3 s, the mean values from Fig. 2 of Hwang &363
Laming (2012).364

For the specific case of the Si xiii line, a very large asym-365
metry in the red/blue-shifted velocities is observed. This could366

Si

S
Ar

CaFe K

Si

S

Ar
Ca

Fe K

Center of explosion

20 arcsecNeutron star

Ti44

Fig. 6: Centroids of the blue- and red-shifted parts of each line
emission and their distance from the center of explosion of
Cas A. For reference, we added the direction of motion of the
44Ti in black, as shown in Fig. 13 of Grefenstette et al. (2017).
Only the direction is relevant, as the norm of this specific vector
is arbitrary.
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Fig. 7: Angles between the directions of the red- and blue-shifted
centers of emission toward the center of explosion for each ele-
ment.

be due to possible energy calibration issues near the Si line as 367
shown by DeLaney et al. (2010) in a comparison of ACIS and 368
HETG line centroid, resulting in a systematic blue-shift effect 369
in ACIS data. The Si xiii∗ line in Table 2 uses a corrected rest 370
line energy to illustrate systematic uncertainties associated with 371
calibration issues. 372

For the Fe-K complex of lines, we rely on the analysis of 373
DeLaney et al. (2010) who derived an average rest line energy 374

of 6.6605 keV (1.8615 Å) by fitting a spherical expansion model 375
to their 3D ejecta model. Note that with this spectral analysis, 376
what we measure here is the radial velocity that is flux weighted 377
over the entire image of the associated component. Therefore we 378
are not probing the velocity at small angular scale but the bulk 379
velocity of the entire component. 380

With the caveats listed above, we notice an asymmetry in the 381
velocities where ejecta seem to have a higher velocity towards 382
us (blue-shifted) than away from us, even in the case of Si xiii 383
after calibration corrections. 384
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O

Mg

Fe L

Fig. 8: Images of the O, Mg, and Fe L line emission spatial struc-
tures and their associated spectrum as found by pGMCA. The
spectra in red correspond to the application of the algorithm on
real data, while the dotted gray spectra correspond to the appli-
cation on a hundred constrained bootstrap resamplings.

The large uncertainties associated with the energy calibra-385
tion and the choice of rest energy has little impact on the delta386
between the red- and blue shifted centroids and hence on the ∆V.387
We note that all elements show a consistent ∆V of ∼6000 km s−1.388

4. Physical Interpretation389

4.1. Quantification of ejecta asymmetries390

Fig. 4 shows that the distribution of heavier elements is generally391
more elliptical and more mirror asymmetric than that of lighter392
elements in Cas A : O, Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Fe emission all exhibit393
successively higher levels of both measures of asymmetry. This394
result is consistent with the recent observational study of Cas A395
by Holland-Ashford et al. (2020), suggesting that the pGMCA396
method accurately extracts information from X-ray data cubes397
without the complicated and time-consuming step of extracting398
spectra from hundreds or thousands of small regions and analyz-399
ing them individually.400

Similar to the results of Holland-Ashford et al. (2020) and401
Hwang & Laming (2012), Mg emission does not follow the ex-402
act same trend as the other elements : it has roughly an order of403
magnitude lower elliptical asymmetry (P2/P0) than the other el-404
ements. In contrast to Holland-Ashford et al. (2020) and Hwang405

& Laming (2012), our Mg image (as shown in Fig. 8) presents a 406
morphology highly different from that of the Fe L ; we believe 407
that the pGMCA was able to retrieve the Mg spatial distribution 408
with little continuum or Fe contamination. 409

Fig. 5 presents the relative ellipticity/elongation and mirror 410
asymmetries of the blue- and red-shifted ejecta emission com- 411
pared to the total ejecta images (Fig. 2). A value of “1” in- 412
dicates that the velocity-shifted ejecta has equivalent levels of 413
asymmetry as the full bandpass emission. In the cases where 414
we can clearly disentangle the red- and blue-shifted emission 415
(i.e. Si, S, Ar, Ca, and Fe-K, described in previous paragraphs), 416
we see that the red-shifted ejecta emission is less asymmetric 417
than the blue-shifted emission. This holds true both for elliptical 418
asymmetry P2/P0 and mirror asymmetry P3/P0. Thus, we could 419
physically describe the red-shifted ejecta distribution as a broad, 420
relatively symmetric plume, whereas the blue-shifted ejecta is 421
concentrated into dense knots. This interpretation matches with 422
the observation that most of the X-ray emission is from the red- 423
shifted ejecta, as we can also see in the flux ratios shown in 424
Table 1 and in the images of Fig. 3, suggesting that there was 425
more mass ejected away from the observer, neutron star, and 426
blue-shifted ejecta knot. We note that there is not a direct corre- 427
lation between ejecta mass and X-ray emission due to the posi- 428
tion of the reverse shock, the plasma temperature and ionization 429
timescale, but the indication that most of the X-ray emission is 430
red-shifted is consistent with our knowledge of the 44Ti distribu- 431
tion (see Sect. 4.4 for a more detailed discussion). 432

Furthermore, in all cases, the red-shifted ejecta emission is 433
more circularly symmetric than the total images, and the blue- 434
shifted ejecta is more elliptical/elongated than the total images. 435
Moreover, the red-shifted ejecta is more mirror symmetric than 436
the blue-shifted ejecta, though both the red-shifted and blue- 437
shifted Si are more mirror asymmetric than the total image. The 438
latter result may suggest that the red-shifted and blue-shifted Si 439
images’ asymmetries sum together such that the total Si image 440
appears more mirror symmetric than the actual distribution of 441
the Si. 442

4.2. Three-dimensional distribution of heavy elements 443

Fig. 6 shows the centroids of the blue- and red-shifted parts of 444
each emission line relative to the center-of-explosion of Cas A, 445
revealing the bulk three-dimensional distribution of each compo- 446
nent. The red-shifted ejecta is all moving in a similar direction 447
(toward the northwest), while all the blue-shifted ejecta is mov- 448
ing toward the east. As discussed in Section 4.4, this result is 449
consistent with previous works on Cas A investigating the 44Ti 450
distribution with NuSTAR data (Grefenstette et al. 2017). 451

We note that the blue-shifted ejecta is clearly moving in a 452
different direction than the red-shifted ejecta but not directly op- 453
posite. Fig. 7 shows more clearly the angles between the blue- 454
and red-shifted components, and they are all between 90◦ and 455
140◦. This finding provides evidence against a jet/counter-jet ex- 456
plosion mechanism being responsible for the explosion and re- 457
sulting in the expansion of ejecta in Cas A (e.g., Fesen 2001; 458
Hines et al. 2004; Schure et al. 2008). We note a trend where 459
heavier elements exhibit increasingly larger opening angles than 460
lighter elements, which can give insights on asymmetry genera- 461
tion in the core of the SN close to the proto-NS. This is consis- 462
tent with recent simulations (e.g., Wongwathanarat et al. 2013, 463
2017; Janka 2017) which predict that asymmetric explosion pro- 464
cesses result in the heaviest ejecta synthesized closest to the core 465
exhibiting the strongest levels of asymmetry. 466
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By fitting the line centroids, the derived velocities discussed467
in Sect. 3.4 revealed higher values for the blue-shifted compo-468
nent than for the red-shifted one for all elements. Those results469
are in disagreement with spectroscopic studies and in agreement470
with some others. On the one hand, the X-ray studies of indi-471
vidual regions Willingale et al. (2002b) (Fig. 8, XMM-Newton472
EPIC cameras) and DeLaney et al. (2010) (Fig. 10 and 11, Chan-473
dra ACIS and HETG instruments) indicate higher velocities for474
the red-shifted component. But on the other hand, the highest475
velocity measured in the 44Ti NuSTAR analysis is for the blue-476
shifted component (Table 3 of Grefenstette et al. 2017). Note477
that the comparison is not straightforward as the methods being478
used are different. Our method measures a flux weighted aver-479
age velocity for each well separated component whereas in the480
X-ray studies previously mentioned, a single gaussian model is481
fitted to the spectrum extracted in each small scale region. In re-482
gions where both red- and blue-shifted ejecta co-exist (see Fig.483
3), the Gaussian fit will provide a flux weighted average velocity484
value of the two components as they are not resolved with ACIS.485
As the red-shifted component is brighter in average, a systematic486
bias which would reduce the blue velocities could exist. This487
could be the case in the South-East region where most of the488
blue-shifted emission is observed and where a significant level489
of red-shifted emission is also seen. Besides this, calibration is-490
sues may also play an important role.491

4.3. Neutron star velocity492

The NS in Cas A is located southeast of the explosion site, mov-493
ing at a velocity of ∼340 km s−1 southeast in the plane of the494
sky (Thorstensen et al. 2001). We find that the red-shifted ejecta495
is moving almost directly opposite the NS motion and that the496
bulk emission is from red-shifted ejecta (see Table. 1). This cor-497
relation is consistent with theoretical predictions that NSs are498
kicked opposite to the direction of bulk ejecta motion consistent499
with conservation of momentum with the ejecta (Wongwatha-500
narat et al. 2013; Müller 2016; Bruenn et al. 2016; Janka 2017).501
Specifically, observations have provided evidence for the ‘grav-502
itational tugboat mechanism’ of generating NS kicks asymme-503
tries proposed by Wongwathanarat et al. (2013); Janka (2017),504
where the NS is gravitationally accelerated by the slower mov-505
ing ejecta clumps, opposite to the bulk ejecta motion.506

It is impossible to calculate the NS line-of-sight motion by507
examining the NS alone, as its spectra contains no lines to be508
Doppler-shifted. However, limits on its 3D motion can be placed509
by assuming it moves opposite the bulk of ejecta and examining510
the bulk 3D motion of ejecta. Grefenstette et al. (2017) studied Ti511
emission in Cas A and found that the bulk Ti emission was tilted512
58◦ into the plane of the sky away from the observer, implying513
that the NS is moving 58◦ out of the plane of the sky toward the514
observer. This finding is supported by 3D simulations of a Type515
IIb progenitor by Wongwathanarat et al. (2017) and Jerkstrand516
et al. (2020) which suggested that the NS is moving out of the517
plane of the sky with an angle of ∼ 30◦.518

The results of this paper support the hypothesis that, if the519
NS is moving away from the bulk of ejecta motion, the NS is520
moving towards us. Furthermore, we could tentatively conclude521
that the NS was accelerated toward the slower-moving blue-522
shifted ejecta, which would further support the gravitational tug-523
boat mechanism. The strong levels of asymmetry exhibited by524
the blue-shifted emission combined with the lower flux would525
imply that the blue-shifted ejecta is split into relatively small526
ejecta clumps, one of which would possibly be the source of the527
neutron star’s gravitational acceleration. However, the velocities528
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Fig. 9: Counts image of the Fe-K red-shifted component over-
laid with the extraction regions used for the 44Ti NuSTAR study
of Grefenstette et al. (2017). The regions 19 and 20 which dom-
inate our image in terms of flux have respective velocities mov-
ing away from the observer of 2300 ± 1400 and 3200 ± 500 km
sec−1.

determined in Table 2 contradict this hypothesis, as the blue- 529
shifted clumps seem to move faster. 530

4.4. Comparison with 44Ti 531

44Ti is a product of Si burning and is thought to be synthesized 532
in close proximity with iron. The 44Ti spatial distribution has 533
been studied via its radioactive decay with the NuSTAR tele- 534
scope and revealed that most of the material is red-shifted and 535
does not seem to follow the Fe-K X-ray emission (Grefenstette 536
et al. 2014, 2017). In our study, we have found that 70% of the 537
Fe-K X-ray emission (see Table 1) is red-shifted and that the 538
mean direction of the Fe-K red-shifted emission shown in Fig. 6 539
is compatible with that of the 44Ti as determined in Fig. 13 of 540
Grefenstette et al. (2017). Yet, we can see the mean 44Ti direc- 541
tion is not perfectly aligned with the mean red-shifted Fe-K di- 542
rection. This may be caused by the fact that the Fe-K emission 543
is tracing only the reverse shock-heated material and may not 544
reflect the true distribution of Fe, whereas 44Ti emission is from 545
radioactive decay and thus reflects the true distribution of Ti. 546

In Fig. 9, we overlay the ten regions where Grefenstette et al. 547
(2017) detected 44Ti with our red-shifted component image. The 548
regions 19 and 20 (which dominate our Fe-K red-shifted compo- 549
nent image) have respective 44Ti velocities of 2300 ± 1400 and 550
3200 ± 500 km s−1, values that are compatible with our mea- 551
sured value of ∼2800 km s−1 shown in Table 2. 552

Concerning our Fe-K blue-shifted component map, its X-ray 553
emission is fainter and located mostly in the South-East of the 554
source (see Fig 3). This South-East X-ray emission is spatially 555
coincident with region 46 in the Fig. 2 NuSTAR map of Grefen- 556
stette et al. (2017), not plotted in our Fig 9 as the 44Ti emission 557
was found to be below the detection threshold. 558

Note that blue-shifted 44Ti emission is harder to detect for 559
NuSTAR than a red-shifted one as it is intrinsically fainter. In 560
addition, any blue-shifted emission of the 78.32 keV 44Ti line 561
places it outside the NuSTAR bandpass, precluding detection of 562
one of the two radioactive decay lines in this case. 563
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5. Conclusions564

By using a new methodology and applying it to Cas A Chandra565
X-ray data, we were able to revisit the mapping of the heavy566
elements and separate them into a red- and a blue-shifted parts,567
allowing us to investigate the three-dimensional morphology of568
the SNR. These new maps and the associated spectra could then569
be used to quantify the asymmetries of each component, their570
mean direction and their velocity. The main findings of the paper571
are summarized below :572

– Morphological Asymmetries : An extensive study of the573
asymmetries shows the distribution of heavier elements is574
generally more elliptical and mirror asymmetric in Cas A,575
which is consistent with simulation predictions. For the ele-576
ments we were able to separate into a red- and a blue-shifted577
parts (Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe), it appears that the red-shifted ejecta578
is less asymmetric than the blue-shifted one. The red-shifted579
ejecta can then be described as a broad, relatively symmetric580
plume, while the blue-shifted ejecta can be seen as concen-581
trated into dense knots. Most of the emission from each el-582
ement is red-shifted, implying there was more mass ejected583
away from the observer which agrees with past studies.584

– Three-dimensional Distribution : The mean directions585
of the red- and blue- shifted parts of each element are586
clearly not diametrically opposed, disfavouring the idea of587
a jet/counter-jet explosion mechanism. The angles between588
the red- and blue-shifted parts become wider with increasing589
element mass, indicating that elements formed closer to the590
core and proto-NS experience stronger asymmetric forces.591

– NS Velocity : The NS is moving directly opposite to the di-592
rection of the red-shifted ejecta which forms the bulk of the593
ejecta emission, supporting the idea of a ’Gravitational Tug-594
boat Mechanism’ of generating NS kicks. However, we find595
the blue-shifted clumps to be faster than the red-shifted ones,596
which is not fully consistent with the gravitational tug-boat597
mechanism.598

– Comparison with 44Ti : Our finding that the bulk of ejecta599
is red-shifted and moving NW is consistent with the 44Ti dis-600
tribution from NuSTAR observations. Its direction is similar601
to that of the red-shifted Fe-K emission, but a slight differ-602
ence could be explained by the fact that the Fe-K only traces603
the reverse shock-heated ejecta and not the full distribution604
of the Fe ejecta.605

The component separation method presented here enabled a606
three-dimensional view of the Cas A ejecta despite the low en-607
ergy resolution of the Chandra CCDs. In the future, X-ray mi-608
crocalorimeters will enable kinematic measurements of X-ray609
emitting ejecta in many more SNRs. In its short operations, the610
Hitomi mission demonstrated these powerful capabilities. In par-611
ticular, in a brief 3.7-ks observation, it revealed that the SNR612
N132D had highly redshifted Fe emission with a velocity of613
∼800 km s−1 without any blueshifted component, suggesting614
the Fe-rich ejecta was ejected asymmetrically (Hitomi Collab-615
oration et al. 2018). The upcoming replacement X-ray Imaging616
and Spectroscopy Mission XRISM will offer 5–7 eV energy res-617
olution with 30′′ pixels over a 3′ field of view (Tashiro et al.618
2018). In the longer term, Athena and Lynx will combine this su-619
perb spectral resolution with high angular resolution, fostering620
a detailed, three-dimensional view of SNRs that will revolution-621
ize our understanding of explosions (Lopez et al. 2019; Williams622
et al. 2019). While the new instruments will provide a giant leap623
forward in terms of data quality, development of new analysis624
methods are needed in order to maximise the scientific return of625
next generation telescopes.626
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Appendix A: Ionization impact on line centroid696

At the spectral resolution of CCD type instruments, most emis-697
sion lines are not resolved and the observed emission is a blurred698
complex of lines. The centroid energy of emission lines can shift699
either via Doppler effect or when the ionization timescale in-700
creases and the ions distribution in a given line complex evolves.701
In Fig. A.1 we compare the spectral model pshock at different702
ionization timescales with the spectra that we labeled red- and703
blue-shifted in Fig. 3. The temperature of the model was fixed to704
1.5 keV based on the temperature histogram of Fig. 2 of Hwang705
& Laming (2012). The effective area and redistribution matrix706
from observation ObsID : 4634 were used. We can see that as707
the ionization time scale τ increases the line centroid, which is a708
blend of multiple lines, shifts to higher energies. This is most vis-709
ible in the Fe-K region where a large number of lines exists. We710
note that the spectral component that we labeled as blue-shifted711
is well beyond any ionization state shown here and reinforces712
the idea that this component is dominated by velocity effect. The713
situation is less clear for the red-shifted component where the714
shift in energy is not as strong. We also do not precisely know715
which reference line it can be compared to. It is interesting to716
note that for the purpose of measuring a velocity effect while717
minimizing the confusion with ionization effects, the Ar and Ca718
lines provide the best probe. Indeed for τ > 1011 cm−3 s, the cen-719
troid of the main Ar and Ca lines shows no evolution given the720
CCD energy resolution. The Fe K centroid strongly varies with721
τ and the choice of a reference ionization state and reference en-722
ergy limits the reliability of this line for velocity measurements723
in non-equilibrium ionization plasma.724

Appendix B: Retrieving error bars for a non-linear725

estimator applied on a Poissonian data set726

Appendix B.1: Introduction727

The BSS method we used in this paper, the pGMCA, is one of728
the numerous advanced data analysis methods that have recently729
been introduced for a use in astrophysics, among which we can730
also find other BSS methods, classification, PSF deconvolution,731
denoising or dimensionality reduction.732

We can formalize the application of these data analysis meth-733
ods by writing Θ = A(X) , where X is the original data, A is the734
non-linear analysis operator used to process the signal and Θ735
is the estimator for which we want to find errors (in this paper736
for example, X is the original X-ray data from Cas A, A is the737
pGMCA algorithm and Θ represents the retrieved spectra and738
images). Most of these methods being non-linear, there is no739
easy way to retrieve error bars or a confidence interval associated740
with the estimator Θ. Estimating errors accurately in a non-linear741
problem is still an open question that goes far beyond the scope742
of astrophysical applications, as there is no general method to743
get error bars from a non-linear data-driven method such as the744
pGMCA. This is a hot topic whose study would be essential for745
an appropriate use of complex data analysis methods in retriev-746
ing physical parameters, and for allowing the user to estimate the747
accuracy of the results.748

Appendix B.2: Existing methods to retrieve error bars on749
Poissonian data sets750

Our aim, when searching for error bars associated to a certain751
estimator Θ on an analyzed data set, is to obtain the variance of752
Θ = A(X) , where the original data X is composed of N elements.753

Fig. A.1: Comparison of our red/blue spectra (dotted curves) pre-
sented in Fig. 3 versus pshock Xspec models with different ion-
ization timescales for kT=1.5 keV.

When working on a simulation, an obvious way to proceed in or- 754
der to estimate the variance of Θ is to apply the considered data 755
analysis method A on a certain number of Monte-Carlo (MC) 756
realizations Xi and look at the standard deviation of the results 757
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Original data First bootstrap 
resampling

Second bootstrap 
resampling

Fig. B.1: An example of bootstrap resampling. Each square rep-
resents a different event, each color a different value. N events
are taken randomly with replacement from the original data to
create each of the two bootstrap resamplings.

Θi = A(Xi). The variance of the Θi provides a good estimation758
of the errors. Yet, this cannot be done with real data, as only one759
observation is available : the observed one. Thus, a resampling760
method such as the jackknife, the bootstrap (see Efron 1979)761
or its derivatives, able to simulate several realizations out of a762
single one, is necessary. Ideally, the aim is to obtain through this763
resampling method a number of ”fake” MC realizations centered764
on the original data : new data sets variating spatially and repro-765
ducing the spread of MC drawings with a mean equal or close to766
the mean of the original data.767

The mechanisms at stake in jacknife or bootstrap resam-768
plings are similar. Jacknife and bootstrap resampling methods769
produce n resampled sets X̃i by rearranging the elements of X,770
and allow us to consider the variance of Θi = A(X̃i) for i in ~1, n�771
as an approximation for the variance of Θ. As jacknife and boot-772
strap methods are close to each other, and the bootstrap and some773
of its derivatives are more adapted to handle correlated data sets,774
we will in this Appendix focus on a particular method, repre-775
sentative of other resampling methods and theoretically suited776
for astrophysical applications : the block bootstrap, which is a777
simple bootstrap applied on randomly formed groups of events778
rather than on the individual events.779

In the case of a Poisson process, the discrete nature of the780
elements composing the data set can easily be resampled with781
a block bootstrap method. The N discrete elements composing a782
Poissonian data set X will be called "events". In X-rays for exam-783
ple, the events are the photons detected by the spectro-imaging784
instrument. The bootstrap consists in a random sampling with785
replacement from the current set events X. The resampling ob-786
tained through bootstrapping is a set X̃boot of N events taken ran-787
domly with replacement amid the initial ones (see Fig. B.1). This788
method can be repeated in order to simulate as many realiza-789
tions X̃boot

i as needed to estimate standard errors or confidence790
intervals. In order to save calculation time, we can choose to re-791
sample blocks of data of a fixed size instead of single events :792
this method is named block bootstrap. The block bootstrap is793
also supposed to conserve correlations more accurately, making794
it more appropriate for a use on astrophysical signals. The data795
can be of any dimension but for clarity, we will only show in this796
Appendix bi-dimensional data sets, i.e. images.797

Appendix B.3: Biases in classical bootstrap applied on798
Poissonian data sets799

The properties of the data resampled strongly depends on the na-800
ture of the original data. Biases may appear in the resampled data801
sets, proving a block bootstrap can fail to reproduce consistent802

data that could be successfully used to evaluate the accuracy of 803
certain estimators. 804

In particular, Poissonian data sets, including our X-rays data
of Cas A, are not consistently resampled by current resampling
methods such as the block bootstrap. A Poissonian data set X can
be defined as a Poisson realization of an underlying theoretical
model X∗, which can be written :

X = P(X∗)

where P(.) is an operator giving as an output a Poisson realiza- 805
tion of a set. 806

A look on the histogram of a data set resampled from a Pois- 807
sonian signal shows the block bootstrap fails to reproduce ac- 808
curately the characteristics of the original data. Fig. B.2, top, 809
compares the histogram of the real data X, a simple image of a 810
square with Poisson noise, with the histograms of the resampled 811
data sets X̃boot

i , and highlights the fact that the latter are more 812
similar to the histogram of a Poisson realization of the origi- 813
nal data P(X) = P(P(X∗)) than to the actual histogram of the 814
original data X = P(X∗), where X∗ is the underlying model of 815
a square before adding Poisson noise. This is consistent with 816
the fact that the block bootstrap is a random sampling with re- 817
placement, which introduces uncertainties of the same nature as 818
a Poisson drawing. 819

Fig. B.2, bottom, shows the comparison between the his- 820
togram of the toy model Cas A image and the histograms of the 821
data sets resampled with a block bootstrap. We can see the re- 822
sampling is, in this case too, adding Poissonian noise and gives 823
histograms resembling P(P(X∗)) rather than P(X∗). The same 824
goes with our real data cube of Cas A : Fig. B.3 shows an obvi- 825
ous instance of this bias being transferred to the results of the 826
pGMCA, thus proving the block bootstrap cannot be used as 827
such to retrieve error bars for this algorithm. 828

Appendix B.4: A new constrained bootstrap method 829

Bootstrap resamplings consisting in random drawings with re- 830
placement, it is natural that they fail to reproduce some charac- 831
teristics of the data, among which the histogram that gets closer 832
to the histogram of a Poisson realization of the original data than 833
to the histogram of the actual data. The block bootstrap method 834
is therefore unable to simulate a MC centered on the original 835
data : the alteration of the histogram strongly impacts the nature 836
of the data, hence the differences in the morphologies observed 837
by looking at the wavelet coefficients. It is then necessary to find 838
a new method in which we could force the histogram of the re- 839
sampled data sets to be similar to that of the original data. 840

A natural way to do so would be to impose the histogram we 841
want the resampled data to have before actually resampling the 842
data. To allow this constraint to be made on the pixel distribu- 843
tion, we can no longer consider our events to be the individual 844
elements of X or a block assembling a random sample of them. 845
We should directly work on the pixels and their values, the pix- 846
els here being the basic bricks constituting our data. Just as the 847
block bootstrap, our new method can work with data of any di- 848
mension. In the case of images, the "basic bricks" correspond to 849
actual pixels values. In the case of X-rays data cubes, they are 850
tiny cubes of the size of a pixel along the spatial dimensions, 851
and the size of an energy bin along the spectral dimension. The 852
same goes for any dimension of our original data. The method 853
can also be adapted for uni-dimensional data sets. The key of 854
our new method is then to work on the histogram of the data 855
presenting the pixels’ values rather than on the data itself, 856
event by event. 857
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Fig. B.2: Data sets and their associated histogram in two cases :
on top, the very simple case of a Poisson realization of the image
of a square with uniform value 10 ; on the bottom, a toy model
Cas A image obtained by taking a Poisson realization of a high-
statistics denoised image of Cas A (hereafter called toy model).
On the right, the black histogram correspond to the original data
X = P(X∗). The red histograms are those of the data sets X̃boot

i
obtained through resampling of the original data and the blue
ones are the histograms of a Poisson realization of the original
data P(X) = P(P(X∗)). It appears that the resampled data sets
have histograms highly similar to that of the original data with
additional Poisson noise.
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Fig. B.3: Spectrum of the synchrotron component retrieved by
pGMCA on the 5.5-7.5 keV energy band on real data and on a
set of 30 block bootstrap resamples. There is an obvious bias in
the results, the resampled data spectra being consistently under-
estimated.

We can either change the value of a pixel or exchange the858
value of a pixel for that of another one. The first operation si-859
multaneously adds and subtracts 1 in the corresponding columns860
of the global histogram while the second operation does not pro-861
duce any change in it. A good mixture of these two operations862
would then allow us to obtain the histogram we want to impose863
in our resampled data sets, and following a Poisson probability864

Step 1 :

Step 2 :

Original image

Defining a new histogram

Imposing the new histogram on 
the original image

Fig. B.4: Scheme resuming the two steps of our new constrained
bootstrap method.
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Fig. B.5: On the left, histogram of the original data, the resam-
pled data sets and the MC realizations of the toy model Cas A
image. On the right, the standard deviations of the resampled
data sets and MC realizations bin by bin of the histogram on the
left. We can notice the great adequation between the standard
deviations of the resampled data sets and that of the MC realiza-
tions.

law to select the pixels to exchange would introduce some spatial 865
variations, in order to reproduce what a MC would do. 866

Our new constrained bootstrap method is thus composed of 867
two steps, that are described below and illustrated in Fig. B.4 : 868

– Obtaining the probability density function of the random 869
variable underlying the observed data histogram using the 870
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), and randomly generating 871
n histograms from this density function with a spread around 872
the data mimicking that of a MC, with a constraint enforcing 873
a Poissonian distribution of the total sums of pixel values of 874
the n histograms. 875

– Producing resampled data sets associated with the new his- 876
tograms by changing the values of wisely chosen pixels in 877
the original image. 878

During these steps, the pixels equal to zero remain equal to 879
zero, and the non-zero pixels keep a strictly positive value. This 880
constraint enforces the number of non-zero pixels to be constant 881
and avoids the creation of random emergence of non-zero pix- 882
els in the empty area of the original data. While this is not com- 883
pletely realistic we prefer constraining the resampled data sets in 884
this way than getting spurious features. We could explore ways 885
to release this constraint in the future. 886

Fig. B.5 highlights the similarities between the original his- 887
togram and those obtained through MC realizations and our new 888
constrained bootstrap resamplings, while Fig. B.6 and the spec- 889
tra in Fig. 3 and Fig. 8 show that even after being processed by 890
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Fig. B.6: Spectrum of the synchrotron component retrieved by
pGMCA on the 5.5-7.5 keV energy band on real data and on a set
of 100 constrained bootstrap resamples. The bias we observed in
Fig. B.3 between the real Cassiopeia A data and its block boot-
strap resamples has been suppressed with our new constrained
bootstrap method.

the sensitive pGMCA algorithm, this resampling method shows891
little to no biases. Hence, our new constrained bootstrap method892
brings a first and successful attempt at solving the problem of893
biases in bootstrapping Poissonian data sets.894

The comparison of our resampled data sets to a group of895
MC realizations of the same simulation of Cas A appears to896
be promising for the variance induced by our method. However,897
when applying a complex estimator such as the pGMCA on both898
the MC realizations and our resampled data sets, it appears that899
the variances obtained through our method fail to accurately re-900
produce those of the MC realizations. For that reason, the error901
bars retrieved by our constrained bootstrap method do not have a902
physical signification. Nevertheless, they constitute an interest-903
ing way to assess the robustness of our method around a certain904
line emission. The different resamplings explore initial condi-905
tions slightly different from the original data, thus evaluating the906
dependence of our results on the initial conditions. Fig. 3 and907
Fig. 8 indeed show that for some line emissions, the dispersion908
between the results on different resampled data sets is far greater909
than for others.910

This new constrained bootstrap method is a first and promis-911
ing attempt at retrieving error bars for non-linear estimators on912
Poissonian data sets, a problem that is often not trivial. In non-913
linear processes, errors frequently cannot be propagated cor-914
rectly, so the calculation of sensitive parameters and the estima-915
tion of errors after an extensive use of an advanced data analysis916
could benefit from this method. We will work in the future on a917
way to constraint the variance of the results to be more closely918
related to that of a set of MC realizations in order to ensure the919
physical signification of the obtained error bars.920
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